Homozygous
Dad has dominant gene for insects
and a recessive gene for insects
mother

X

X

X

y

Same Mom

father

Phenotype

Round Up works

If could be repaired, may stop aging?
X

X

female child

X

male child

Four Bases in DNA

Chromatin

y

Chromosome

Cytosine

Guanine

Adenine

a c a

a t
c g
a t

Telomere
Protects end of DNA
(wear down as we get older)

c c c

t c a

Allele

I can see something 300
yards away from me

Be careful, one slip
and could be blind

Code for blue eyes?

Code for green eyes?

t t t

c c c

Blindness?

t a t

g g a

c s c

a a a g t a

Eyes like an eagle?

Let’s try to find the genetic code for insulin
In the old day, we got insulin
from cows+, but we needed a
lot of cows for diabetics!

22 pairs of chromosomes
+ 1 set sex chromosomes

How do you fit 6’ of DNA in a nucleus?

Histone

RR

R

Engineer life from scratch

We won’t modify genes
We’ll start with A, T, C, G
and build from scratch

G2 to M

RR

RR

R

RR

100% chance will
like Round Up

Rr

r

Rr

Heredity

RR

Make the tomato larger, so
we can sell more w/less plants

Pass genetic traits from
parent to offspring

Genetics

Can’t patent nature

RR

R

Make the tomato skin softer, so
we can leave it on vine longer

Wonder what effect it
might have on you or me?

Round Up
does not work

One small change in Dad and I can spray all the chemicals I want

Red (RR)

This we can patent!

Backbone of DNA

Cannot form a chemical bond

Phosphate Group
Connects one nucleotide to another

Hydrogen Bond

Repeating pattern

Incomplete Dominance
Neither allele is completely dominant over other

Bonds that hold bases together

AP Biology

A-T have 2 H bonds
G-C have 3 H bonds
P

P

DNA Replication

5 Prime (5’) End
Attached to 5th carbon
Nitrogenous Base

P

Phosphate
Deoxyribose (5 carbon sugar)

Deoxyribose in DNA, Ribose in RNA

Antiparallel Structure
One strand ends in 5’
Then other strand in 3’

Nucleotides for a new helix

Transcription

Antisense Strand

copying a nucleotide sequence of DNA to
form a complimentary strand of mRNA

Why U?
U better for transcription,
T more stable in DNA

Helix used for copying

Single Point

Frameshift

Insertion/Deletion of
a single base pair

Subtraction/Addition
of a nucleotide

1/2
white

Pink and white
cannot have
red offspring

UV sun rays

Heterozygous for two characters

Smoking

Bryophytes

Uh, running out of room
Need more nutrients
Push organs out of way
Getting crowded in here!

What? Can’t hear you?
Think you said divide cell?

Yes?
DNA damage +
chemical reaction
leading to cancer

DNA begins to separate
into transcription units

After done, helixes come back together

GA C T GC C T A G T CGGCG T T CGC C T T AA C CGC T G T A T T

Fourth+
mutation

stomach is an organ
m
made from 3 tissue types

brain

Nervous
spinal cord

Additional Organelles

Algae

Eukaryotic cell

5 prime cap protects mRNA
from RNase enzymes in cell

Not so fast!
After all, we are
the same type of cell

Growth factors - proteins that stimulate other cells to divide
Density dependent inhibition - crowded cells stop dividing
Anchorage dependence - cells must be attached to inner surface

breaks down RNA and
clears it from cell

Brain

RNA leaves the nucleus
tRNA enters
A from right
pass through P
exit left of e
(5’ to 3’)

Whole thing is a protein
Each piece is an amino acid

Protein goes to Golgi Body
for sorting and assignment

mRNA threads through the ribosome

Cytoplasm

Building blocks of proteins
Each codon codes for an amino acid (20 different types)

GGC
U A AUGC C UAGUCGGCA UG

DNA Replication

Jelly-like and 80% water

Steps to making a protein
1. Messenger RNA connects to the ribosome
2. Transfer RNA brings amino acids to ribosome
3. Amino acids bond together to make protein
4. Ribosome releases completed protein into cell

Cooperation between similar cells

Immune System

Signal transduction

H
C

O
H

H
C

HO
H

C

Highly charged due to
phosphate negative charge

Plants

Breakdown of
macromolecules

Carbohydrate

Polymer
molecules

Monomer
molecules

ATP
Released

ATP
Released

N

C

C

H

O

H

H

Glycolysis
Dehydration
synthesis

Protein

Protein

Structural units in cells
(polypeptides)

Glucose

Krebs Cycle

Pyruvic Acid

Glucose molecule is broken
down to produce ATP

C
H3C

H

H
H
C

C
H

H
H
C

C
H

H
H
C

C
H

H
H
C

C
H

Cholesterol

H
H
C

O

H

H

H

Glycerol and
3 fatty acid chains

energy source and energy storage

alcoholic

Mitochondria
Energy factories of the cells

Fat (Lipid)
Fat (Lipid)

Longer-term energy storage

Food
Has to be broken down by
enzymes before cells
can use for energy

Lytic Reproduction
Copy as fast as possible
and destroy the cell!

Phospholipid

Cellular Respiration

basic components of cell membranes
polar
contains phosphate

Leaf
Hypertonic

Stores nutrients
and energy

Structure for photosynthesis
(manufactures food)

Getting crushed by
the outside pressure

Guard Cells

Darwin found on drier islands
needing long neck to eat cactus

Adapted to food supply

nonpolar
fatty acid chains

Producers

Ecology

Ecosystem

Study of organisms and their
nonliving environment

Interactions of living and non-living
within a specific region or area

Virus

On our way!

Hypotonic

Extinction

Transport system
that starts in roots

When all members of a species dies out
(99% species on earth are now extinct)

Long neck

Survival of the Fittest

DNA Mutations

Spreads to others

Immune System

Too much pressure
inside the cell v. outside

Roots grow down

Plants grow in relation
to what they touch

g
0K
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Photosynthesis

Animals eat the plant to get nitrogen/proteins
Burning fossil fuels
releases carbons

and respiration

The Nitrogen Cycle
Circulation of nitrogen and its compounds
by living organisms in nature
Decomposition
into Carbon

Human/animal respiration

Best suited mutations becoming dominant

Mistakes in cell copying or damage from environment

Female

Short neck

Male

Runoff

Seed

Cotyledon
Stores food

long

long

Carnivores

Consumer that eats primary consumers

The Carbon Cycle

Tertiary Consumer
organisms that eat secondary consumers
because they are larger predators

Autotroph

Cyanobacteria

Evolution happens more gradually

single cell bacteria
using photosynthesis

Natural Disaster

Relative Dating

Grapes growing
around a stake

Protista: unicellular eukaryotes
Fungi: external digestion
Plantae: plants
Animalia: internal digestion

The Tree of Life

process in which huge numbers
of species die out suddenly

How do we know
this really exists?

Fossils

eukaryotic organism that cannot be
classified as an animal, plant, or fungus

Endosymbiotic Theory

Radioisotope Dating

Species

Isotope decays at a constant rate,
so can be used to determine age

Biogeography

Comparative Anatomy

Slight differences in amino
acids that make up DNA

Geographic pattern in the
distribution of species

Body structures in different species
are similar, but not the same

Species

Cells can now respirate (power)

Parasitism

Biochemicals

Methanosarcina
Methanobacterium

Slime
molds

Animals
Fungi

Halophiles

Methanococcus

Flagellates

Bacteroides
Cytophaga

Trichomonads
Microsporidia

Class

one organism benefits from relationship
and other organism is harmed

different species
but both have wings

Diplomonads
Aquifex

MAMMALIA

Commensalism

two organisms using same resource that is
insufficient to supply needs of both

interaction in which one organism captures
and feeds on another organism

Lion is a flesh-eating animal

Phylogenic Tree

Taxonomy
Identifying, classifying,
and naming organisms

Family

Shows evolutionary relationships

FELIDAE
Lion is a felid (cat)

Tiger
Lion
Jaguar
Leopard

PANTHERA
Lion is a type of panther (roar)

relationship in which both species
benefit from the relationship

Embryology
early stage development is similar

Predation

CARNIVORA

Mutualism

Analogous Structures
shared by related species

Competition

Order

Genus

2nd
Species

one member is benefited and second
is neither harmed nor benefited

Species

Plants
Ciliates

T. celer
Thermoproteus
Pyrodicticum

Symbiosis

Preserved trace, imprint, or
remains of a plant or animal

Produce energy in the cell

CHORDATA

Entamoebae

Thermotoga

Relationship in which two different organisms
live in close association with each other

Brought mitochondria to eukaryotic cell
Also brought chloroplasts to plant cells

Cyanobacteria

Eukaryota

Female lions can nurse young

Thought to be the oldest eukaryotic cells

Protists

Green
Filamentous
bacteria

Proteobacteria

Planctomyces

algae

Seeds are enclosed in fruit

ANIMALIA
Lion is an animal

Phylum

Archaea

Gram
positives

Lion has a type of spinal cord

A species splits in to two distinct species

variety of organisms in a given
area during a specific period of time

Mass Extinction

Kingdom

Detritivores

Speciation

Angiosperm
Meteorite?

Spirochetes

organism that gets energy by breaking down
remains of dead organisms or animal wastes

Biodiversity

Anchors plant & takes
water/nutrients from soil

Decomposer

Origin of all plants
It’s the chloroplast

Bacteria

Grouping things that are similar

classification system based on
how organism obtains energy

New species develop rapidly,
then have rare bursts of evolutionary change

Approximate dating, based on
where found in the rocks

Every living organism is entered into a classification system

4 Eukarya Kingdoms

Gradual Equilibrium

long long long short?

Trophic Structure

produces its own nutrients from
environment instead of consuming others

Punctuated Equilibrium

Can also detect
past sea levels

short
Short necks may
not live long enough
to reproduce

Beginning of a new plant

Exposed seeds

Herbivores

Organism that can make its own food
by using energy from its surroundings

Favors one (stronger) trait over another

long

Embryo

Gymnosperm

Secondary Consumer

Primary Producer

Directional Selection

Study of earth’s physical
structure and substance

Groundwater

Fossil carbon

Classification
Geology

Have three offspring

dead marine life

Coal

Animal that eats only producers

change in a population's inherited
traits from generation to generation

Have four offspring

White blood cells getting smarter
Learning how to defeat virus

Primary Consumer

Plants

Predator

Thigmotropism

Inorganic nitrogen is uptaken
by the roots of plants

g
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Disease

If dry, guard cells close & trap
If wet, guard cells open to allow water out, and CO2 in

Negative Geotropism

Ocean photosynthesis

Oil & Gas

Convert sun into energy
using photosynthesis

Evolution

Phloem/Xylem
Ingredients of
photosynthesis

Stomata

Positive
Geotropism

Herbivores

Plant
respiration

Kg
10

Conversion of organic
nitrogen into ammonia

Every individual is a bit different

Saddleback Tortoise

Chloroplasts

Fibrous Roots

Lysogenic Reproduction
Stay inactive until attack time

Around 1.8% of earth’s surface

Natural Selection

Homologous Structures
common structure, not common function

selectively permeable
(controls what crosses it)

75% of earth’s surface
40% of all photosynthesis here

Traits better suited to environment survive
and pass on traits to offspring (aid in survival)

Develop seeds upon fertilization

Transpiration

Roots grow toward
water source (river, lake)

DNA breaks apart

Seven types of land (biomes)

Pyramid of Biomass

Assimilation

Similar, but different

Phototropism

Hydrotropism

Virus duplicates

Charles Darwin

Some water is lost

Attack!

Build immunity in advance of disease

Coniferous Forest

Primary Carnivore

CO2

Ammonification

Deforestation

Evaporation

Guardians of our immune system

Vaccine

Freshwater Ecosystem

Grassland

Adapted to predators

Stems and leaves grow up

Viruses are not alive
Depend on healthy cell for transport/power/construction
Only thing a virus can do like a cell is reproduce

Ocean Ecosystem

Insects

Darwin found on wetter islands,
home to potential predators

Help!

White Blood Cells

Virus attaches to cell
Virus enters the cell
Combines with current DNA

Terrestrial Ecosystem

Host process of photosynthesis

antibodies

supplies nutrients to embryo

g
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Style

Waxy, protective layer
Helps prevent water loss

Mesophyll

Rough ER
ribosomes attached
used for heavy protein production

Deciduous Forest

Nitrification
Conversion of ammonia to
nitrite to nitrate

Placenta

zygote rapidly divides to become multicellular

Desert
Raise stigma away from ovary

Plants grow toward the sun

Do you have a key?

Antibody stuck to me

requires oxygen (aerobic)

H

H

Virus Messenger RNA (mRNA) gets released into the cell

Release virus

Triglycerides

C
O

H

Smooth ER
no ribosomes attached

Electron carrier molecules
Proton gradients

Critical component of cell membrane

C
H

lactic acid

Molecules broken down
w/oxygen into carbon
dioxide & water to
release chemical energy

Catch a ride on the ER

Give them a fake key!

Electron
Transport Chain

(Citric Acid Cycle)

Fermentation
H

Defense proteins spot the virus

Fake key worked!
Get to the nucleus!

Wrapped in protein shell (capsid)
Bad DNA or RNA in virus

Cleavage

Tropical Rain Forest

Isotonic
Same concentration
inside and outside cell

Barrier that allows passage of sperm
Holds baby in place until ready for delivery

Carries sperm and helps
sperm survive and fertilize

Where pollen grains often land

Cuticle

Lysosome on the way

Waste produced
is CO2 and water

Metabolism, memory, hormone action, movement, etc
Twenty different types of amino acids found in proteins

Keep the balance inside and outside cell

Bacteria break
down nitrogen

Cervix

Tundra
Leaves

Conversion of atmospheric
nitrogen into ammonia

If a sperm meets egg, can
stick to wall (endometrium)

Semen

14 varieties of a finch
adapted to food supply

Nitrogen fixation

Nitrates are returned
to the atmosphere

Unused eggs broken down by enzymes

Sperm get tail so they can swim

Savanna

Stigma

Cross section of a Leaf

Seeds

Domed Tortoise

Ovary

Dentrification

Mix of Mom & Dad

Sperm nucleus

Uterus

Menstruation

Epididymis

Darwin’s Finches

Holds up anther

Osmosis (diffusion)

sperm and egg meet for fertilization

Egg

Nitrogen gets in soil from
rain and lightning

Zygote

Secondary Carnivore
Buds/Fruits

Filament

Stem

Waste

Ribosomes make more virus

Most released
(34-36)

Amino Acids
O

Nutrients, minerals

Embryo

Reproduce and have two boys

Produces pollen

Homeostasis (Cells)

Sorting station

Egg nucleus

A group of islands in the Pacific Ocean west of Ecuador

Anther

Provides support
Carries nutrients & fluids

Endosome

Male sperm and female egg combine genetic information

Once a month, releases an egg (ovulation)

Gametes (Reproductive Cells)

Prepares fluid for female conditions

Galapagos Islands

Faster than mitosis
Chromosome duped prior to division
Cytokinesis - physical separation of cells
No genetic diversity

Alpha-Helix protein

10 days

Fertilization

Ovary

Ovary

Sperm

Prostate

Beginning of sperm, but need to mature

Stamen

Go from more crowded area to less crowded

Substrate
binds to site

Testes

Testes

Female reproductive parts

Surface protein

Gonads (Reproductive Organs)

White blood cells
destroy the virus

Reproductive Isolation

Binary Fission

Diffusion

Extra step (RNA to DNA first) means
virus can easily mutate, so harder to treat

Nuclear Membrane

Set of amino acids
H

Glycolipid
Peripheral protein

5 days

make estrogen and progestins

Antibody attaches
to virus

Species cannot reproduce with another species

Male reproductive parts

Recycling requires a chemical reaction

Products
released

Virus DNA/RNA
takes over nucleus
ATP

Primary energy storage
(polysaccharides)

Shuttles energy to
where it’s needed

Helps chemical reactions
happen faster

attaches to the uterine wall

Reproductive Glands

Most plants cannot self pollinate

Globular protein

Cholesterol

Entire virus can’t get into nucleus

Glucose

Carbohydrate

H

opposite processes

Mitochondria
powerhouse of
the cell

Longer-term energy storage

OH

OH

CO2 and H2O

Retrovirus
RNA to DNA to RNA to protein

Glycogen

OH

Enzymes

Another example of homeostasis (balance in the body)

Implantation

Pollen sticks to beak
Deposited in next flower

Pistil

O2 and Glucose

Stores good bacteria

I stepped on a thumb tack

supports, protects, gives structure

Antibody marks virus
for destruction

Require wind, rain
or insects to move pollen

Prokaryote Cell Cycle

Phospholipid bilayer

Active enzyme site

Hydrolysis

Gives rigidity to the cells (cabbage, kale)

turbocharger!

Lost most of original
function through evolution

Time to calm down
Reduces heartrate, slows breathing (naps!)

Fallopian Tube

Modified leaves &
protects reproduction

Cleavage

Regular virus
DNA to RNA to protein

Cellulose

C

Heterotrophs
I cannot produce my own food

Appendix

Parasympathetic Division

allows for locomotion, provides
support, produces heat

Petal

I’m going to nucleus to help

Energy carrier molecule of a cell

Energy

Very large molecules that contain certain hundreds or thousands of atoms each

H

Autotrophs
I can produce my own food

Chlorophyll
green pigment
captures sunlight

Starch

C

Mitochondria

Estrogen

Vestigial Organ

early stage organism

Flagellum

Phospholid
Molecule
Hydrophilic heads

Kicks in when frantic (fight or flight!)
Shuts down non-essential systems

make androgens, like testosterone

No cell membrane

FtsZ Protein divides cell
Cell separates into two cells

Pili

Protein channel
Globular protein

refines protein for specific role

Steroid producing aggression, muscles, hair,
sperm production, body shape, etc.

Muscular System

B cell finds antigens
that match receptor

Sexual reproduction

Or force their way out

train schedule (packing)
where to send

Not common
in plants

ATP

Macromolecule/Macronutrient

OH

I’m a security guard

Removes water and bile salts (waste gets solid)
Most of time in entire digestive system spent here

Sympathetic Division

B Cell

Pollination

I’m a transporter

Golgi Bodies

Large Intestine

Progesterone

Plasma cells
produce antibodies

DNA begins to separate

Some proteins are sent as guards
On the lookout for viruses

Controls stuff you don’t think about
(heartbeat, breathing, saliva, etc)

Produced by ovary, prepares body for reproduction

Memory cell

Tons of surface area (villi) for breaking down nutrients
Most of absorption done here - food for cells

Decision at spinal
cord to move foot

Security

Exocytosis

Some molecules just force their way in!

Small Intestine

Reflex Loop

Receptors found inside the cell

Produces offspring

T cell activates B cell

Tracheophytes

Nucleoid
(Circular DNA)

Endocytosis

Fat soluble (Lipid)

Prepares for fertilized egg & maintains pregnancy

T Cell

Controls the stuff you think about doing

Does not have to
reach the brain

Autonomic Nervous System

Chemicals released by glands
Travel through bloodstream

In case same intruder invades again
Can activate much faster

Produced in bone marrow

Killer T cell

substrate

set of monosaccharides
C

Chloroplasts

Sunlight

Fuel for the body (grain, rice, wheat, corn, and potatoes)

Cell membrane

transport system for the intracellular
movement of proteins

Faulty proteins?
Recycling

Messenger RNA (mRNA) is organized into groups of three nucleotides (A,U,C,G)

(A)denine plus (T)hree (P)hosphates

Security

Power

Hydrophilic tails

Codon

ATP (Adenosine Triphosphate)

H

degrade any
macromolecule
using enzymes

Sent back to be reused

Too large and complex to get into the cell
Must be broken down first

H

like to degrade
molecules

Leave the
nucleus

Ribosome knows to start at AUG

Ribosome knows to stop at UAA, UAG or UGA

Lysosomes

Mobile factors
turn genes into proteins

Transcription

Transport

Proteasomes

Translation

Transfer RNA (tRNA)
brings amino acids to ribosomes during protein synthesis

chemical structure

Instructions

Recycling

Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER)

Ribosomes
(Protein Factory)

ATP provide energy to entire process
so they have more mitochondria
e.g. muscle cells need more power

Container

Amino Acid (Monomers)

Construction

Mitochondria/Chloroplast

Nucleus

each new protein (amino chain) will be assigned a cellular task

epa

Power

Peripheral Nervous System

Speeds up a process - amplifies into bigger change

Receptors found on cell membrane

Hormones

Reproductive System

can also directly attack

Bacteria

would burn your hand

Skeletal System

Prokaryote Cell

not enough mucus?
will get an ulcer

Positive Feedback Loop

Water soluble (Peptide)

Filtering and eliminating waste

Cell to Cell Communication

Carry out photosynthesis

No mitochondria

Carry away from central
point (Motor)

Carry to central
point (Sensory)

Gastric juices - hydrochloric acid, pepsin and mucus

cells need right amount of sugar
to regulate respiration
energy
problems lead to diabetes!

Testosterone

Chloroplasts

Sense Strand

moves toxins from liver to intestine
supplies bile for breaking down fat

Acids

Cells enter blood vessels

Helper T cell

Central Vacuoles

Efferent

Collects & sends inputs to central
Takes centrals commands and executes

Breaks down food and absorbs nutrients

Rigid to provide support

Plants

Peristalis is the muscles contracting
to move food through digestive tract

Pancreas Gland

Urinary System (Liquid)

Metastisis

Plant that has tubes and
transports material

carries genetic information from the nucleus to the cytoplasm

makes adrenaline
heart starts to race!

Bolus is the masticated food (chewed)

Gallbladder
Afferent

Detect change, increase heart rate
decrease blood vessel diameter

Digestive System (Solid Waste)

Rely on Osmosis

Storage of food/water

Messenger RNA (mRNA)

Central Nervous System

Sends signals via electrical impulses
Links to brain and spinal cord

stomach is part of organ system
called the digestive system

Cell wall

Fungi

Blood pressure
decreases below normal

Epiglottis prevents food/liquid
from entering the lungs

Somatic Nervous System

Response back to signaling cell

Protists

Stress

Sends out commands for movement
Analyze & interpret inputs from peripheral

Nervous System

Adios

Enzymes

Transmits signals to other neurons
Hops so it can move faster

Normal blood
pressure

Blood pressure
increases to normal

gaining weight?

regulates glucose

Muscle
Epithelial
Connective

Neuron

Adrenal Gland

System responsible for taking in
oxygen and releasing carbon
dioxide using the lungs

Helix that is copied (U swapped for T)
poly-A tail added to mRNA
to increase stability

aids my metabolism

Respiratory System
or organize to
form organs

fat

Blood pressure
decreases to normal

Neurotransmitters
(carry impulse to
next neuron)

Nerve impulses
(electrochemical signals)

help me handle stress!

cartilage

Nonvascular

Electric field

U A AUGC C UAGUCGGCA UGA A A A A

Uncontrolled
growth

Cells invade neighboring tissue

Humans/Animals

Friction
Fric
ion
force
for

mRNA Editing

Nuclear membranes begin to form

Third
mutation

Stress

Thyroid Gland

Cardiovascular System

Connective

Reception of signal

Mushrooms
Electrostatic
ctro
tro
r tatic
at
force
for

can work together
side-by-side

Defense against infection and disease

Digestive

Synapse
(gap between neurons)

Ok stop... I am just right

Similar cells hang together

May get cancer from second hand smoke?

A T T ACGGA T C A GC CGT A CGCGGA A T T GGCGA C A T A A
U A A UGC C U A GUCGGCA U G

Lymphatic System

forms a protective covering
on the outside of the body

Cells grow locally
and cannot spread

c c c

Little organs inside the membrane

Electrophoresis

First
Second
mutation mutation

Tissue

Organelles

Nervous

Saliva (salivary amlase) breaks food down

Negative Feedback Loop

Transports chemicals, gases, nutrients

Lack tissue to transport
water/nutrients (moss, etc)

No?
DNA damage

Action Potential

I’m cold

bone

Malignant Tumor

Eukaryotic
Cell Cycle

Cancer

Not inherited mutation

Radiation

c a a a t g

Integumentary System

blood vessels

Split up rest of cell

Let’s make something with a cell!

Do I have the lung cancer gene?
c t t

skin

blood

Cytokinesis

Dyhybrid Cross

Chemical communication
system, using hormones

Slows down the process - acts in opposite direction

Each makes own nucleus

Cell is growing up

Blood pressure
increases above normal

runs the rest of the endocrine system

tongue

4 types of tissue
(division of labor)

Traits (genes) located on sex chromosomes

rr

trapezoids

Uncontrolled division
of abnormal cells

etc...

There is a portion of DNA that is
unique to every human being
(no two have same portion)

Note that RNA attached a U (Uracil) to A, instead of a T
But A still attaches to T

1/2
pink

Set of genes and their interactions

DNA Fingerprinting

Displaces bound proteins
Readies them for transcription

1/4
red

Cancer Cell Division

Benign Tumor

Somatic Mutations

Genome

RNA Polymerase (RNAP)

Rr

Alleles randomly unite
at fertilization

End up with duplicate copies (daughter strands)

Transcription factors (specialized RNAPs) are only
programmed to interact with specific genes

Allows for the transmission of genetic information and protein synthesis

Cell begins to split apart

G1

Law of Segregation

Time to stop dividing cell....

Gene Regulation

Ribonucleic acid (RNA)

1/2 pink

RR

Muscle

Centronome
divides

Cell cycle triggers

Enzymes bind molecules to the base (A, T, C, G)

3 Prime (3’) End
Attached to 3rd carbon

Phosphate

1/4
white

Rr

Endocrine System

Telophase

Traits transmitted independently
of one another

Induced Mutations

2

3

Rr

Pituitary Gland

Epithelial

Anaphase

Endocrine

heart

Chromosomes split into chromatids

Environment change nucleotides in DNA

1

4

Carbon Sugar Molecule
Sugar-phosphate backbone
connect carbon molecules
in a long chain (double helix)

5

Codominance

rr

I know... let’s catch a ride on the mitosis expressway and go find another organ to live in... (metastasis)

Base pair substitutions
Base pair insertions
Base pair deletions

DNA Mutations

2 pink flowers
can have a red
or white offspring!

Law of Independent
Assortment

Some mutations are good
Survival of the fittest

Spontaneous Mutations

P

rr

Dominant allele prevents
recessive allele

Enzymes try to repair/recycle errors in DNA

Rr

Sex-Linked Dominance

Law of Dominance

Enzymes break apart the hydrogen bonds between pairs

Monomer that makes up nucleic acids

The scientific study of living things

g t t etc...

70% of the food we eat has been modified
(Monsanto has 90% of the market)

Nucleotide

Rr

Mendel’s Laws

Genetically Modified Crop

DNA needs to duplicate before cell can duplicate

Rr

Chromosomes moved to center

Separate at the midpoint

Detect change, decrease heart rate
increase blood vessel diameter
monitors our bodies and tells pituitary what to do

Cell suicide
or Apoptosis

Metaphase

Both alleles are expressed equally

Set of instructions of DNA
g g c

There is a portion of DNA that is
unique to every human being
(no two have same portion)

Rr

Getting
bigger!

and one white

Gene

Semiconservative

DNA Fingerprinting

Forms the base part of the nucleotide

S

G2

secretions kept inside the body

Hypothalamus

Cell damage

Duplicate our centrosomes

Endocrine glands

secretions leave the body (saliva, sweat)

11 Organ Systems

Prophase

White(rr)

Inheritance Types

Creates one old and one new strand

Nitrogen Bases (A, T, C, G)

DNA Replication

Make plant cold resistant, so
we can plant earlier in season

What happens to homeostasis

Q: Why not prevent worms instead?
A: But don’t worms have other roles in nature?

Normal Cell Division

Most cells contains copies of all our genes
Specific genes are expressed for different cells
Each cell type has a unique gene expression profile

Spindles start to push outward

Make a copy of chromosomes

Playing God?

Can’t we make a tomato
that worms don’t like to eat?

Gene Expression

DNA forms chromosomes
and attaches to the spindles

Start producing
duplicates of cell parts

Exocrine glands

Three examples in detail

A disease of mitosis where normal mitosis checkpoints are ignored

The nuclear wall disappears
Let’s try
again!

Rr

Double stranded nucleic acid that contains the genetic information

Each new cell will need it’s own set

Make the plant taller, so
we can get more in smaller space

First generation 5 pink

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

M1 to M2

Combination of genes

50% chance insects
will love tomatoes

Cancer

Spindles starting to form
Nuclear envelope breaks down
Chromosomes condense

Heterozygous

Building genetic weapons

Synthetic Genes

R

Dad

Or playing villain?

Synthetic Biology

R

Genotype

Mom has dominant gene for Round Up
and a recessive gene for insects

Let’s patent it so
no one can steal

R

Is cell big enough?
Is environment favorable?
Is all DNA replicated?
Are all chromosomes aligned?

G1 to S

itosis
M

A cannot fit together with G

R

a a a

Let’s put it in bacteria
and add to drinking water

We got it! We can now
make insulin in a lab

Mom

One member of
a pair of genes

Genetic code for smallpox?

Genetic Engineering

t a
c g
a t

Thymine

c c t

t c a

How they fit together

DNA coiled around
a protein

Can I order a baby
with blue eyes?

Sequence of bases

Material that makes
up chromosomes

Still DNA, but just
coiled tightly

Structure that stores
our genetic information

Genetic Code

Cell cycle checkpoints

Detectable/Appearance characteristics

Species

PANTHERA LEO
Genus

Lions official biological name

Binomial Nomenclature
First part of species name
is Genus

Examples

Species

Juglans regia (English walnut)
Juglans nigra (the black walnut)
Homo sapiens (human beings)
Canis familiaris (labrador dogs)
Equus Caballus (horses)

